A new voice in U.S. climate leadership is increasing the call to action to meet the climate reality. While the federal government is reeling from natural disasters, the threat is clear.\* The nation is shifting towards an economy-wide transition to clean energy, with national, state, and business leaders taking action to reduce national emissions, even in the absence of federal leadership. This rapidly expanding commitment to action is delivering significant job and economic benefits for communities, consumers, and the environment.

U.S. states, cities, businesses, universities, communities of faith, associations, and others are already driving climate ambition beyond the level of federal leadership by committing to ambitious emission reduction targets. Since the release of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, significant progress has been made. Since the Summit and the release of the IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, significant progress has been made.

### New Building Efficiency Policies Saved American Families

New building efficiency policies saved American families $35M a year in a High Road Training Partnership initiative that supports the creation of quality jobs and better, family-supporting jobs across the many industries involved in a low carbon economy.

### States and Other Leaders and Launching Programs to Support Just Transition Office.

States and other leaders are launching programs to support just transition. These efforts provide support for workers who lose their jobs due to climate change. The “Just Transition Office,” for example, was established to help communities, workers, and industries adapt to and shape this new era of energy security.

### Short-Term Climate Super Pollutants Get Serious Attention

Washington and federal partners launched initiatives to drive curbs on fluorochlorocarbons and other short-term climate super pollutants. This effort comes after the release of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, which highlighted the urgent need to address these emissions. The action is accelerating the transition to non-greenhouse-gas-driving economies, and is driving innovation and economic growth.
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